The tools of observational and theoretical astrophysics continue to change and evolve as new scientific questions need to be answered, bringing with those changes a number of technological challenges. In response to those challenges, the toolkit of the astrophysicist is also changing. How do we explore our data in modern astrophysics? How can we leverage the exciting technologies that lie untapped at our fingertips? What scientific discoveries lie dormant, waiting to be found in new parameter spaces of existing data? The design of observations, surveys, and theoretical simulations coupled with traditional scientific analysis only scratches the surface of potential scientific research. Through advanced data visualization techniques, we aim to look at new and potentially unexplored domains of astrophysical data.
Astrophysics continues to be a science of the extremes: the largest, complex, and most precise machines with the fastest hardware on Earth exploring unfathomable distances in the Universe. At its core, astrophysics is a physical science, its laboratory being the largest, most remote, and often the most extreme. However, the field has also emerged as a leader at the forefront of the data sciences. There are often similarities between scientific fields in terms of data visualization requirements. We continue to push the boundaries of data visualization through innovative techniques utilizing the latest advances in hardware, software, and cloud technologies. Visualization methods and techniques can serve as a complement to data analysis software, stand on their own for data exploration, or inspire with impressive visuals for science, technology, education, mathematics, and public outreach.
In this PASP Special Focus Issue, Techniques and Methods for Astrophysical Data Visualization, the authors explore a wide range of visualization techniques aimed at spearheading cutting -edge ways of exploratory data discovery and analysis. Observational and theoretical experiments in astrophysics now operate in a mode of high-rate data acquisition. The raw and processed data sizes as well as the storage costs require innovative solutions to effectively visualize and move those data (Berriman & Groom 2011) . Visualization plays an important part in the management and dissemination of observational and theoretical science data as acquisition rates of both telescopes and simulations continue to increase.
This focus issue examines visualization methods (Baines et al. 2017; Fluke et al. 2017; Madura 2017; Rector et al. 2017) ; software libraries for astronomy and analysis (Berriman et al. 2017; Muna 2017) ; software implementations from other fields (Gárate 2017; Kent 2017; Naiman et al. 2017; Taylor 2017) ; and science results from new visualization techniques (ArgudoFernández et al. 2017; Pomarède et al. 2017; Vogt et al. 2017 I thank all of the authors for their contributions to this PASP special focus issue, as well as Editor-in-chief Jeff Mangum, Elizabeth Ellor, Tim Bauer, and the PASP publishing team for their support in the publication of this issue. These papers have laid an important groundwork for the years to come as we enter a new era of data visualization, exploration, and scientific discovery. Many of the submissions have useful tools, tutorials, and source code to aid in research. The authors and I invite the astronomical community to explore their data using these tools and adapt them for use in their own specialized research.
